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Naruto is a ninja-in-training with a need for attention, a knack for mischief and, sealed within him, a

strange, formidable power.R to L (Japanese Style). Naruto is a ninja-in-training with a need for

attention, a knack for mischief and, sealed within him, a strange, formidable power. His antics

amuse his instructor Kakashi and irritate his teammates, intense Sasuke and witty Sakura, but

Naruto is serious about becoming the greatest ninja in the village of Konohagakure! Believe it!
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naruto, you could say at first glance seems like a tyical shounen manga... a

loud-noisy-misbehaving-and-mischievious protagonist, lots of action, fast-paced plot and humor

abound. what makes it atypical is that beneath the brash exterior is the hidden soft center. face it,

naruto is a bleeding heart in disguise.naruto is an orphan with a mysterious past who is known as

the #1 troublemaker in the shinobi (ninja) village of hidden leaf. the story starts of with him in the

midst of a prank, much to the anoyance of the villagers. what we don't know (yet) is why he finds it

absolutely imperative to do so... resulting in his behavior. mysteriously, nearly all the adults of

hidden leaf is cold and antagonistic towards him, which inadvertently results in his seclusion even

amongst kids his age. it doesn't help that naruto isn't exactly the average high achiever at ninja

academy, in fact, he has always been the last in his class. studies isn't exactly one of his finer

points. the story moves on quickly; his third attempt at graduation exam leads him from one problem



to another, all without losing a beat. amidst all the madness and general shunning of the village

population, only naruto's homeroom teacher seems to understand what goes on in naruto's head.

ironically, this doesn't stop naruto from making trouble for iruka-sensei...i really do like the artwork in

naruto, even if may seems to be unaccustomed to it. after seeing many mangas with generally

sparse art, i find the illustrations of this manga to be detailed and lively. the village in the

background seems to come alive with daily activities and the combination of modern infrastructure

and mystical ninja arts makes an interesting combination.
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